Time for breakthrough ideas and action

Policy makers, people from media fraternity and corporate world discussed ways and means to make India future ready

Folding the Future In: Reimagining India

The Diamond Jubilee National Management Convention of AIMA Was an Engaging Platform Where Thought Leaders Discussed Challenges, Opportunities and Growth Strategies for the Nation

The guest of honour, Babul Supriyo, Minister of State for Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises, Government of India, in his keynote address, said that patience and tolerance against corruption, one of the most forceful and most enduring of the government’s requirements, is required. “It is only when the constant themes have been taken in and the government is working hard in that direction,” he said. “We need to take the competition to work on in the country but also think of what other to get the first half. This is said that for digitisation is not a way to celebrate as well as think of the future and how to link it closer to India’s future.”
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